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propaganda fused into action, it was not until the rumours of a
weakening government seemed to be borne out by its inability
to control the situation, that the tribes were emboldened to
rise. To the tribal mind, it would have then been a mistake not
to have struck when there was a likelihood of the British being
overwhelmed and folly to have supported the regime if it were
falling. Until that time, however, little evidence of tribal dis-
affection was apparent. Thus, when reviewing the local political
situation in 1919, the Political Officer of Hilla Division reported
that a mild form of unrest, connected with the anti-British pro-
paganda emanating from Karbala, had passed over his Division.
It had manifested itself in lawlessness, in murders, attacks on
pilgrims and by desertion of Levies with rifles, but prompt action
such as the deportation of the ringleaders, the operations of gun-
boats and the imposition of fines had brought peace.1 He
believed little genuine anti-British feeling existed, except at the
Holy City. He warned the Civil Administration, however, that
the 'whole series of episodes is instructive of what may recur any
time until the future of 'Iraq is definitely announced3.2 In
Diwaniya, Major C. K. Daly, the Political Officer, reported
that an undercurrent of Sharifian propaganda had blown
through the Division without leaving any appreciable effect,3
but that the natural lawlessness and truculence of the Samawa
and Rumaitha tribes were causing difficulties in administra-
tion.4 In the Shamiya Division, in which Najaf was located,
the annual report stated that while the religious authorities had
co-operated thus far with the Government, the tribes obviously
were 'marking time' with an eye on the future, and that they
would act accordingly as the Government seemed strong enough
to reach them.5 In the Muntafiq, the influence of propaganda
aided by Sharifian gold6 had made itself felt. Certain of the
1	Adrmn. Report, Hillah Division, 1919 (Baghdad, 1920), p. i.
2	Monthly Reports, August, 1919, Hilla, p. 22.
3	Ibid., Diwaniya, p. 25	4 Admin. Report, Dizoamyah, 1919, p. i.
5	Ibid , Shamtyah Division  1919 (Baghdad, 1920), p. i.
6	Ibid., Muntaftq, 1920.
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